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Rules of Implementation for the JGHV Association Testing Regulations 

 
Registration for the test §3 

The signature of the registrant on Formblatt 1 (entry) documents for the Test Director 
that the dog has sufficient liability insurance coverage. The registrant therewith 
assumes full responsibility. It is not the responsibility of the Test Director to check 
insurance policies before the start of the test. 

Handler without a hunting license 

To be permitted to handle at the hunting tests of the JGHV and all its member clubs, 
the handler must always be able to prove possession of a valid hunting license. 
While there are no exceptions according to the Test Regulations, e.g. for the 
VSwP/VFsP and VStP, the Test Director may allow an exception for other tests in 
justified individual cases, if this is necessary for breeding- or hunting-related reasons. 

The Studbook Commission of the JGHV, commissioned by the Annual General 
Meeting of the JGHV in 2015, has thought about how these cases can and must be 
handled uniformly in the VZPO/VGPO and VPSO. The regulations for this are printed 
in the currently effective VZPO, as well as the VGPO. 

Proof of Gun Stability 
Further details on the VSwPO/VFSPO and VStPO §2 Para.2 c 
 
The proof of 1. Gun Stability is provided by: 

a) score sheets of a natural ability or utility test 
b) confirmation on Formblatt 23b. 

 
The verification of gun stability as a prerequisite for admission to the VSwP/VFsP 
and VStP must be performed according to the definitions of the VZPO for gun 
stability. If the procedures of the breed and Special Breed Clubs in their own natural 
ability and utility test regulations agree, this will be recognized. However, if there are 
deviations, a score sheet from a natural ability or utility test will not be accepted as a 
prerequisite for entry. In this case, the handler must provide confirmation of gun 
stability for their dog by the testimony of 2 Association Judges in accordance with the 
VZPO. 

If a dog has been tested several times in gun stability and has an entry of any degree 
of gun sensitivity, the last score sheet issued will count. If gun stability is confirmed in 
that test, the entry requirement is fulfilled. 

Determination of Laut 

The Laut is an important criterion for the use of the hunting dog in versatile hunting 
practice and is therefore very important for the breeding of our hunting dog breeds. 
The evaluation of Laut at Association tests of the Jagdgebrauchshundverband 
(JGHV) or while hunting is a responsibility of the JGHV Association Judges. To date, 
no uniform guidelines have been published in the individual test regulations of the 
JGHV or its member clubs for the evaluation of the various types of Laut, as has long 
been the case, for example, with the testing of gun stability. Therefore, the JGHV 
considers it necessary to describe the different types of Laut while testing and 
hunting (spurlaut (spl), sichtlaut (sil), fraglich (fr), stumm (st), waidlaut (wdl), laut (lt) 
und fährtenlaut (ftl)).  
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The definition should lead to a uniform evaluation of Laut at all JGHV tests and the 
tests of the member clubs. 

Track Laut / Spurlaut (spl) 
"Track Laut" is when a dog is Laut on the track of a hare or fox, which the hunting 
dog perceives with its nose, without actually seeing the game. Dogs which are 
spurlaut should ideally give Laut with a calm voice, if possible, over the entire length 
of the track work, although it is not a fault if dogs do not give Laut until after about 30-
100 meters and then slowly begin to vocalize. When they have lost the scent of the 
track, they should immediately fall silent. The observer can "see" the course of the 
track with closed eyes using their ears ("closed Track Laut") when dogs hunt 
spurlaut. Dogs that do not hunt with Laut over large parts of the track, but only give 
sporadic Laut on the track, are not considered to be spurlaut. 
 
Sight Laut / Sichtlaut (sil) 
"Sight Laut" is a dog that, while visibly following a hare or fox, gives sustained (not 
just sporadic) Laut. Again, there are dogs that become laut only after about 30-100 m 
and then gradually begin to vocalize. 

Questionable / Fraglich (fr) 
"Questionable" shall be recorded if the dog has not visually encountered hare or fox 
during the entire day of testing, has only briefly seen the game, or gives only very 
isolated Laut when following on track or sight, so that a reliable assessment of Laut is 
not possible. If no clear track or sight Laut can be confirmed, "questionable" is to be 
entered. 

Silent Hunting / Stummes Jagen (st) 
"Silent hunting" may only be recorded if the dog follows the clearly visible hare or fox 
on sight over a longer distance without producing any Laut. The game must be 
visible to and perceived by the dog from a short distance. If a dog visibly follows 
other furred game without giving Laut, this silent chasing of other furred game must 
be documented under the heading "Laut on other game / Laut an anderem Wild" or 
under "Comments / Bemerkungen". (e.g. silent on deer). 

Laut (lt) 
Laut" is a dog's giving Laut on sight (sil), tracking (ftl) or track (spl) when searching in 
a thicket behind all furred game, unless hunting with Laut on hare or fox (sil or spl) 
can be confirmed beyond doubt. In the case of visible pursuit of furred game (other 
than hare or fox) in the field with Laut, "lt" is also awarded. In this case too, the Laut 
must be sustained. 

Tracking Laut / Fährtenlaut (ftl) 
"Tracking Laut / Fährtenlaut" refers to the Laut of a dog on the track of hoofed game 
not visible to the dog, the course of which the Association Judges were able to view 
before the dog worked the track with Laut. 

Waidlaut (wdl) 
"Waidlaut" is giving Laut without any connection with its nose to a track or trail of 
game previously scented. The trigger for giving Laut is always a track or trail of game 
that is perceived with the dog's nose. Thus, a dog is waidlaut only when it follows the 
track of the game with its nose, but still gives Laut when it has clearly lost the track 
and cannot have any connection with its nose to the game/track or trail. Symptomatic 
for waidlaut dogs is an over-hasty and unfocused way of working (usually little track 
certainty) during track or trail work due to their excessive state of excitement. For 
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hunting, this overly “loose” Laut is misleading and therefore not appropriate for the 
task at hand. Since the waidlaut dog often hunts track-laut too, if some concentration 
has been added to the dog's nose, it makes it particularly difficult for the Judges to 
evaluate the dog and to clearly distinguish between the two.  

„Over-passionate, constant giving Laut / Überpassioniertes, ständiges Lautgeben“ 
Unfortunately, more and more frequently we see dogs that, as soon as they are 
taken out of the car on the morning of a test day/hunt day, race around like crazy and 
bark incessantly. Here too, the cause for the uncontrolled giving Laut is an excessive 
state of excitement, in addition to insufficient obedience training. In terms of 
temperament, these animals are often on the same level as dogs that are waidlaut. 
As a Laut-triggering stimulus with these dogs e.g. the expectation and the 
accompanying high excitement about the upcoming day of hunting is already 
enough. But this Laut cannot be called waidlaut, because the trigger is not a visual 
and/or nasal stimulus coming from the game. This Laut is to be noted on the test 
scoresheet under remarks and should be taken into account in the evaluation of the 
dog's temperament. 

The evaluation of Laut is to be conducted according to this definition of the JGHV. It 
should also be noted that, depending on the age of the dogs, Laut is often not yet 
developed. 

If the conditions of the hunting areas on the day of the test and the presence of 
game make it possible, several instances of work/observations of the dog 
should be used for all evaluations of Laut. At the natural ability tests, especially in 
the spring, it is the responsibility of the Association Judges to single out those dogs in 
the evaluation of Laut that are particularly valuable for breeding. Therefore, 
experience and a high level of expertise in handler/judging of hunting dogs are of 
particular importance. 

These definitions have been established by the Studbook Commission of the JGHV 
in cooperation with the Director of Testing and are used in the natural ability and 
performance tests of the JGHV. The Special Breed Clubs of the JGHV may formulate 
different/supplementary definitions if necessary. 

Evaluation of temperament in case of gun sensitivity VZPO, VGPO/VPSO 

If a dog is evaluated with a strong gun sensitivity or even gun shyness during 
fieldwork at the test of gun stability, this dog cannot receive "self-confident" in the 
evaluation of temperament under self-confidence. The rating can then only be  
"jumpy/insecure" or "fearful" depending on the severity. 
 
Agreement on leash work VGPO/VPSO §10d 

During leash work, the dog may be called back twice and restarted. A restart of the 
dog - which reduces the predicate - applies only when the judges call back a dog that 
has strayed far from the track (approx. 60 m). 

The text of the Test Regulations, in contrast to the VSwPO/VFsPO, refers to a 
restarting of the dog by the judges, which means that the handler/dog team is called 
back and shown the approximate spot where the dog left the track. The handler can 
then decide whether to restart the dog at this point, or whether to move forward or 
further back. 
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Failure in dead game baying / guiding §10 para. 14 c VGPO/VPSO 

Dead game bayers and dead game guides who fail in these subjects must lead the 
handler to the game on the blood tracking leash without being called back, otherwise  
they cannot pass the test. In this case, the leash work must also be graded as 
insufficient. 
 
Note: According to the Test Regulations, 2 Association Judges must observe the 
work of the dead game bayer and the dead game guide. One Association Judge of 
the judging group remains with the handler. 

Since the Judge remaining at the 2nd wound bed with the handler has no knowledge 
of the course of the additional track and since at least 3 Judges must be present at 
all times during the work, both Judges positioned at the game must return in a wide 
arc (without crossing the track or giving the handler any indication of the location of 
the track by their behavior) in order to accompany the dog and handler during the 
subsequent leash work. If the dog and handler deviate too far from the track (approx. 
60 m) or cannot find the track without being called back, the leash work is considered 
insufficient. 

Award of the predicate deficient in VGPO/VPSO 

The awarding of the predicate deficient/poor (1 point) is equivalent to the predicate 
"not sufficient" in all retrieve and drag subjects. In these subjects, the predicate 
sufficient (2 points) must have been awarded as a minimum in order to pass the 
subject. This also applies to the evaluation of individual performances. If an individual 
performance has been scored with less than the predicate sufficient (2 points), the 
subject as a whole is considered to have been failed. 

Awarding the predicate deficient/poor leads in most cases to a failure anyway, since 
the minimum requirements for the classification in the prize classes have not been 
met; the exception is in a few obedience subjects. 

Effect of insufficient retrieves (according to VZPO) 

VZPO: The dog must retrieve the found game....If a handler intervenes more than 
twice in a retrieve subject for incorrect behavior, the dog receives an "insufficient" in 
the retrieve and in the corresponding subject. 

A restriction of this procedure only because of handler correction in the case of 
misbehavior is insufficient. As it is assumed for every retrieve that the dog brings the 
game to the handler with a sufficient score, the corresponding subject must always 
be scored as insufficient if the retrieve is not sufficient. Therefore, if the dog receives 
the predicate "not sufficient" not only due to misbehavior and/or correction by the 
handler, but also due to a high degree of mouthing, game eating, burying or simply 
not bringing the game, the corresponding subject must also always be scored as not 
sufficient. 

Use of tracking collars at Association tests. 

§ 8 Abs 4 prohibits the use of training aids or dummies. Tracking collars are of the 
same weight and construction as a dummy collar. In the meantime, there are also 
combined tracking and training collars, which makes it almost impossible for the 
Association Judge to know and recognize all the models available on the market.  

If a tracking collar is allowed, this is expressly defined in the above-mentioned 
paragraphs of the respective Test Regulations (see VGPO/VPSO, VStP). On the 
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other hand, the use of a tracking collar is not allowed at a VJP, HZP and 
VSwP/VFsP. 

Protest regulations 

§ 2 Only the handler of a dog running at the test in question has the right to appeal. 

More specifically: This right is not transferable to third parties by proxy.  

§ 5 The time limit for protests begins with the calling of the dogs to the test and ends 
a half hour after the end of the awarding of prizes. 

Explanation: The awarding of prizes does not mean the announcement of the points 
or prizes achieved in the field, but the procedure of handing out the test score sheets 
and returning the pedigrees after recording the respective test at the end of the day 
of the test. 


